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Level-rank duality relates the observables of two different Chern-Simons theories in which the
roles of the Chern-Simons level and the rank of the gauge group are exchanged. In this note, we
explore the consequences of this duality in the realm of topological string theory. We show that this
duality induces a number of identities between the open Gromov-Witten invariants of the geometries
associated with a knot K and its mirror image K˜. We show how these identities arise both in the
A-model and in the dual B-model.
I. Introduction
The level-rank duality states that there is a correspon-
dence between the primary fields (and also the correla-
tion functions) of two seemingly different rational confor-
mal field theories, namely the SU(N)k and the SU(k)N
WZW models [1, 2].1 The isomorphism between the vec-
tor space of conformal blocks of the WZW model on a
surface Σ and the Hilbert space of the quantized Chern-
Simons theory on Σ×R [5] lifts the level-rank duality to
a duality between two different Chern-Simons theories.
The consequences of this duality for the Chern-Simons
observables – which coincide with certain knot invariants
[5] – have been studied in a great detail in [2, 4]. An
important consequence of this duality is a simple rela-
tion between the colored HOMFLY invariants of a knot
K and its mirror knot K˜.
It is well-known that Chern-Simons theory defined on
a three-manifold M is equivalent to the A-model open
topological string theory on the total space T ∗M
π
−→ M
[6]. The Chern-Simons partition function is written in
terms of the open topological string amplitudes with the
target space T ∗M
π
−→M . In case ofM = S3, these open-
string amplitudes are efficiently captured by the closed-
string amplitudes of the resolved conifold geometry via
the large N duality [7]. Likewise, the Wilson loop expec-
tation values of Chern-Simons theory are encapsulated
in the A-model open topological string amplitudes on
the same target space, T ∗S3
π
−→ S3, in the presence of
probe D4-branes [8]. In this manner, the large N duality
maps the Chern-Simons Wilson loop expectation value of
a knot K to open-string amplitudes of the resolved coni-
fold geometry with the insertion of a Lagrangian cycle
associated to K. 2 Roughly speaking, open-string am-
plitudes count the number of holomorphic maps from a
genus g Riemann surface with h boundary components
to the target space O(−1)⊕O(−1)→ P1. The boundary
components of the Riemann surface are mapped to the
1 The level-rank duality has been promoted to other classical Lie
groups as well [3, 4].
2 For a review of the subject see [9].
Lagrangian cycle associated to a given knot. The La-
grangian cycle provides the appropriate boundary con-
ditions for open strings. Furthermore, mirror symmetry
provides another way to approach the problem of calcu-
lating open-string amplitudes associated to the insertion
of a Lagrangian cycle, by means of the dual B-model ge-
ometry.
The large N duality makes an intriguing connection
between knot invariants and the open Gromov-Witten
invariants in the realm of topological string theory. A
natural question to ask in this context is how the level-
rank duality emerges in topological string theory. The
level-rank duality implies a number of identities for knot
invariants. Therefore, it is natural to expect from this
duality to induce certain identities between the corre-
sponding open Gromov-Witten invariants. In this note,
we would like to address this question from both the A-
model and the B-model perspectives.
From the A-model point of view, a knot K is substi-
tuted by a Lagrangian cycle LK in T
∗S3 → S3. The
construction of the Lagrangian cycle LK was initiated
in [10, 11] by constructing the conormal bundle to the
knot K in the ambient target space T ∗S3 → S3. How-
ever, the rigorous construction of the Lagrangian cycles
associated with an algebraic knot K – before and after
the large N transition – was established in [12]. In this
construction, replacing an algebraic knot K by its mir-
ror image K˜ amounts to changing the Lagrangian cycle
LK to a new Lagrangian which describes K˜ in the topo-
logical string setup. This would affect the relevant open
string amplitudes, and hence the corresponding Gromov-
Witten invariants. Tracing this change in the amplitude,
we figure out the identities between the Gromov-Witten
invariants associated with K and its mirror image K˜.
In the B-model approach, the ambient space geometry
is the mirror of the resolved cornfield which is a non-
compact Calabi-Yau threefold. Under the dictionary of
mirror symmetry, the Lagrangian cycles will be trans-
lated to holomorphic curves in the mirror ambient space.
When one deals with toric Lagrangian cycles, the dic-
tionary of the mirror symmetry is quite explicit [13, 14],
and one knows how to exactly construct the mirror curve
associated with the Harvey-Lawson Lagrangian cycles.
However, the Lagrangian cycles constructed in [12] are
2non-toric, and the recipe of mirror symmetry is not ap-
plicable to this situation, and one cannot easily figure out
the corresponding mirror curve associated with an alge-
braic knot K. Nonetheless, one can deal with this prob-
lem in an indirect way. It has been shown that the mirror
curve associated with a knot K in fact coincides with a
topological invariant of the knot, known as the augmen-
tation polynomial [15]. This quantity appears in the con-
text of knot contact homology, and there are methods to
calculate it (for a nice review of the subject see [16, 17]).
The higher genus and higher hole amplitudes for knots
are then constructed using the techniques spelled out in
a great detail in [18]. We trace the effect of changing
a knot K with its mirror image K˜ on the augmentation
polynomial and show how the identities between open
Gromov-Witten invariants of K and K˜ are realized in the
B-model.
In this note, we proceed as follows. In section II., we
show that the level-rank duality of Chern-Simons theory
leads to a number of identities between the open Gromov-
Witten invariants associated with a knotK and its mirror
K˜. In section III., we consider the Lagrangian cycles con-
structed in [12] for an algebraic knot K. We show how the
Lagrangian cycles which describe K are affected when K
is replaced by its mirror image K˜. Following the change
in Lagrangian cycles yields the identities of section II be-
tween the open Gromov-Witten invariants of K and K˜. In
section IV., we illustrate how the identities found in sec-
tion II are realized in the B-model approach. In appendix
A., a number of open Gromov-Witten invariants with low
genus and holes associated with the (3, 2) and (5, 3) torus
knots and their mirrors are explicitly presented.
II. Chern-Simons Considerations
In knot theory, there are certain topological operations
which generate a new knot from a given knot. The first
of these operations, O, reverses the orientation of an ori-
ented knot along it, O(K) = −K. The second operation,
M , is a reflection3
M(x, y, z) = (x, y,−z) (1)
of the ambient space. The image of a given knot K under
this map is the mirror image of K, and it is denoted by
K˜ =M(K). In this process, in the knot diagram of K, all
under-crossings are replaced by over-crossings and vice
versa. The third operation, P , is the composition of the
first two P = O ◦M . It turns out that {I,M,O, P}, in
which I is the identity map, forms an abelian group under
composition of maps. The mirror image of a given knot
K is not necessarily ambient isotopic to K. Although for
chiral knots, a knotK and its mirror image K˜ are topolog-
ically distinct, their knot invariants are closely related. It
3 The mirror image of a knot K is independent of the choice of M ,
because the image of K under any other orientation-preserving
homomorphism is ambient isotopic to K˜ [32].
has been shown in [1, 2] that in the framework of Chern-
Simons theory the relation between the invariants of a
knot K and its mirror K˜ is governed by the level-rank
duality of Chern-Simons theory.
Although exchanging the roles of the rank and the level
of an affine Lie algebra G(N)k is not a symmetry of the
algebra, it was shown that G(N)k and G(k)N Chern-
Simons theories are dual to each other [1, 3]. Specifically
for SU(N)k and SU(k)N Chern-Simons theories defined
on S3, the observables of the two theories are in a one-
to-one correspondence
〈W (K˜)µ 〉SU(N)k = 〈W
(K)
µt 〉SU(k)N (2)
In (2), 〈W
(K)
µ 〉SU(N)k is the expectation value of the Wil-
son operator around a knot K, and the Young tableau
µ specifies an irreducible highest weight representation
of SU(N)k. The Young tableau µ
t is the transpose of
µ, and K˜ is the mirror of K. In order to make contact
with knot invariants, it is convenient to work with the
two following parameters
q = exp
( 2πi
k +N
)
, Q = exp
( 2πiN
k +N
)
(3)
The HOMFLY invariant associated to a knot K, colored
with representation µ, is related to the Wilson loop ex-
pectation value along that knot in representation µ
H(K)µ (Q, q) =
〈W
(K)
µ 〉U(N)k
S00
(4)
where S00 is the partition function of Chern-Simons the-
ory on S3. Under the exchange k ↔ N , the quantum
parameter q remains invariant q ↔ q, and Q is replaced
by its inverse Q ↔ Q−1. After incorporating the con-
tribution of the U(1) factor, the level-rank duality (2)
implies
H(K˜)µ (Q, q) = (−1)
|µ|H
(K)
µt (Q
−1, q) (5)
We would like to explore the consequences of (5) for
open topological string amplitudes. It is well known
that Chern-Simons theory on S3 is equivalent to topo-
logical A-model with the target T ∗S3 → S3 with La-
grangian boundary conditions [6]. Roughly speaking,
open string amplitudes count the number of holomor-
phic maps from the worldsheet – which is a genus g Rie-
mann surface with h boundary components – to the tar-
get space T ∗S3 → S3. In this correspondence q = eigs
and Q = et, where t = iNgs is the ’t Hooft coupling
constant. The genus g amplitude with h boundaries and
winding vector ~k associated to a knot K is given in terms
of the HOMFLY invariants of K in the following way
ω
(K)
(g,h,~k)
(Q) =
[[
log
(∑
~k′
Z
(K)
~k′
(Q, q)Tr~k′V
)]
Tr~kV
]
g2g+h−2s
3In the above expression, after the genus expansion, we
only pick the coefficient of g2g+h−2s . The partition func-
tion Z
(K)
~k
is given by
Z
(K)
~k
(Q, q) =
∑
|µ|=ℓ(~k)
χµ(C~k)H
(K)
µ (Q, q)
in which χµ(C~k) is the character of the symmetric group
Sℓ(~k) with conjugacy class C~k. Since the colored HOM-
FLY invariants of K are all polynomials (after multipli-
cation by an appropriate factor Qℓ, where ℓ is either an
integer or a half-integer number) in terms of Q, the am-
plitude ω
(K)
(g,h,~k)
(Q) is also a polynomial of Q. The open
Gromov-Witten invariants of K and the mirror knot K˜
are then obtained as
ω
(K)
(g,h,~k)
(Q) =
dmax∑
d=dmin
GW
(K)
(g,h)(d,
~k)Qd ,
ω
(K˜)
(g,h,~k)
(Q) =
dmax∑
d=dmin
GW
(K˜)
(g,h)(d,
~k)Qd .
(6)
where dmin and dmax are the lowest and highest degrees of
non-vanishing Gromov-Witten invariants associated with
the genus g amplitude with h boundaries and winding
~k respectively. Because of (5), it is evident that there
should be relations between the open Gromov-Witten in-
variants associated with K and K˜. To figure out this rela-
tionship, let us first find how the two partition functions
are related
Z
(K˜)
~k
(Q, q) =
∑
|µ|=ℓ(~k)
χµ(C~k)H
(K˜)
µ (Q, q)
= (−1)|
~k|
∑
|µ|=ℓ(~k)
χµt(C~k)H
(K)
µt (Q
−1, q)
= (−1)|
~k|Z
(K)
~k
(Q−1, q)
(7)
In the second line of (7), we have used (5), and the fact
that
χµt(C~k) = (−1)
|~k|+ℓ(~k) χµ(C~k) (8)
where |~k| and ℓ(~k) are the number of holes and the to-
tal winding associated with the winding vector ~k respec-
tively. To find the relation between the amplitudes as-
sociated with K and K˜, we notice that Tr~k1V · Tr~k2V =
Tr~k1+~k2V , and the fact that |
~k|1+ |~k2| = |~k1+~k2|. These
considerations together with (6) and (7) result in the fol-
lowing simple identity between the open Gromov-Witten
invariants associated with a knot K and its mirror K˜ 4
GW
(K˜)
(g,h)(d,
~k) = (−1)hGW
(K)
(g,h)(dmin + dmax − d,
~k) (9)
The factor (−1)h has a physical interpretation in terms
of topological amplitudes. Once a knot K is exchanged
by its mirror K˜, the orientation of the Lagrangian cycle
associated with K is reversed. This in particular implies
that the orientation of all h circles of the correspond-
ing amplitude, which end on the Lagrangian cycle, are
reversed too. In string theory language, this parity oper-
ation on the Lagrangian brane changes the action by an
overall minus sign. Therefore a genus g topological ampli-
tude with h boundary components on the corresponding
D-brane is modified by a factor of (−1)h.
Explicit examples of Gromov-Witten invariants asso-
ciated with the (3,2) and (5,3) torus knots and their mir-
rors have been presented in appendix A.
III. A-model
In this section, we would like to see how identity (9)
arises in the topological A-model. In the A-model, a knot
K is substituted by a Lagrangian cycle. The recipe for
constructing the correct Lagrangian cycle associated to
a general knot K is not yet known. However, for a large
class of knots, known as algebraic knots, the Lagrangian
cycles were delicately constructed in [12], based on the
previous works [10, 11, 24]. Although the Lagrangian
cycles associated with algebraic knots are known, due
to their complicated nature, one can explicitly compute
topological amplitudes (using localization techniques of
[26–29]) only for a subclass of algebraic knots which pre-
serve certain C∗ symmetries. This subclass consists of
torus knots. In this section, we first explain what hap-
pens to the Lagrangian cycles associated to an algebraic
knot if one substitutes a knot K by its mirror K˜. In the
second step, we show how this change leads to identity
(9) for torus knots.
An algebraic knot is defined in the C2-plane. Let x
and y locally describe the C2-plane in consideration. An
algebraic knot is then defined as the intersection loci of
the holomorphic curve
F (x, y) = 0 (10)
with the three-sphere S3 = {(x, y) ∈ C2| |x|2 + |y|2 = 2}.
For instance an (r, s) torus knot – in which r and s are
coprime numbers – is specified by
F (r,s)(x, y) = xr − ys (11)
4 For the case of unknot, the special case of this relation for disks
(g = 0, h = 1) was proved in [19], using techniques of mirror
symmetry. Of course, the mirror image of unknot is the unknot
itself, and this relation becomes a relation between disk invari-
ants of unknot with different degrees.
4To see why the intersection of the holomorphic curve
F (r,s)(x, y) = 0 with the three-sphere S3 is a (r, s)
torus knot, let us define the following Clifford torus
T 2 = S1θ × S
1
φ inside the above three-sphere, in which
S1θ = {(x, y)|x = e
iθ, y = 0, 0 ≤ θ < 2π}
S1φ = {(x, y)|x = 0, y = e
iφ, 0 ≤ φ < 2π}
(12)
When rθ − sφ = 2πk for any k ∈ Z, we find a torus
knot on the surface of the Clifford torus. Without loss of
generality we set k = 0, and we define sϕ ≡ θ. Then a
(r, s) torus knot is parametrized as
K(r,s) = {(x, y) ∈ C2|x = eisϕ, y = eirϕ, 0 ≤ ϕ < 2π}
The mirror image of an algebraic knot K, defined by (10),
is obtained by the operation (1). In this setup, the mirror
reflection is equivalent to substituting one of the coordi-
nates of the ambient C2-plane by its complex conjugate.
Therefore, the mirror knot K˜ is defined by
F (x, y¯) = 0 (13)
where y¯ is the complex conjugate of y. This implies that
the mirror of a (r, s) torus knot is parametrized as
K˜(r,s) = {(x, y) ∈ C2|x = eisϕ, y = e−irϕ, 0 ≤ ϕ < 2π}
Comparing K˜(r,s) with K(r,s), it is clear that the mirror
of a (r, s) torus knot is equivalent to the (−r, s) torus
knot; confirming a well known fact in knot theory.
Now, we would like to construct the Lagrangian cycles
associated with an algebraic knot and its mirror, follow-
ing [12]. The deformed conifold space Xµ is defined as a
hypersurface in C4
Xµ = {(x, y, z, w) ∈ C
4|xz − yw = µ} (14)
which is equipped with the natural symplectic two-form
induced from the ambient C4. Xµ is isomorphic to the
total space T ∗S3
π
−→ S3. Defining z1 = (x + z)/2, z2 =
−i/2(x− z), z3 = −1/2(y−w), and z4 = i/2(y+w), we
realize
∑
i z
2
i = µ. Splitting zi into real and imaginary
parts zi = xi + iyi (xi, yi ∈ R), it is easy to see that
~x · ~y = 0 , |~x|2 + |~y|2 = µ (15)
Defining the symplectomorphism φµ : Xµ → X
φµ(~x, ~y) ≡ (~u,~v) =
( ~x
|~x|
,−|~x| ~y
)
(16)
the total space T ∗S3 → S3 is realized as a subspace of
R4 × R4
|~u| = 1 , ~u · ~v = 0 (17)
in which the first equation specifies the three-sphere base,
and ~v is the normal direction.
To construct the Lagrangian associated with an alge-
braic knot K, it is crucial for the Lagrangian LK to avoid
the singular point of the conifold as it goes through the
large N transition [12]. To achieve this, one has to con-
sider a lift of the knot K. A lift is an embedding of a
circle γ in X (γK : S
1 → X) such that the composition
π ◦ γK : S
1 → S3 is the knot K. In order for K to avoid
self-intersection, it is also important that γK intersects
each fiber only once. Assuming a lift γK exists
(~u,~v) = (~f(θ), ~g(θ)) , θ ∈ [0, 2π] (18)
then the Lagrangian cycle Lγ is constructed by
~u = ~f(θ) , ~˙f(θ) ·
(
~v − g(θ)
)
= 0 (19)
The Lagrangian cycle associated to K in the deformed
conifold Xµ is then given by LK = φ
−1
µ (LγK). An explicit
lift for algebraic knots constructed in [12]. The starting
point for γK is the holomorphic curve Z
(K)
µ ⊂ Xµ
Z(K)µ = {F (x, y) = 0} ∩ {F (z,−w) = 0} (20)
We notice that Z
(K)
µ ∩Sµ = K in which Sµ is the vanishing
cycle of the deformed conifold. Z
(K)
µ may have several
distinct connected components. We take one connected
component C
(K)
µ ⊂ Z
(K)
µ which has nontrivial intersection
with Sµ. The last ingredient in construction of the lift
γK is the S
2-bundle Pa = {(~u,~v) ∈ X | |~v| = a} where
a ∈ R+ [12]. The lift γK is then given as the intersection
of the sphere bundle Pa and the image of C
(K)
µ under the
symplectomorphism φµ
γK = Pa ∩ φµ(C
(K)
µ ) (21)
As is clear from the construction of the Lagrangian cycle
LK, the choice of the knot K enters through the lift γK.
Therefore, in the construction of the Lagrangian cycle
associated with the mirror image of K, we need to adjust
the corresponding lift accordingly. The only difference in
the construction of the lift γK˜ enters through the curve
Zµ. For the mirror knot K˜, the corresponding curve will
be
Z(K˜)µ = {F (x, y¯) = 0} ∩ {F (z,−w¯) = 0} (22)
Choosing one connected component of Z
(K˜)
µ , the lift as-
sociated with K˜ is given by
γK˜ = Pa ∩ φµ(C
(K˜)
µ ) (23)
As of now, the explicit calculation of topological string
amplitudes associated with the above Lagrangian cycles
is only possible for torus knots which preserve certain C∗
action. In here, in the remaining part of this section, we
show that the open Gromov-Witten invariants of LK(r,s)
and LK˜(r,s) are related, when K
(r,s) is a (r, s) torus knot.
5We notice that LK(r,s) and LK˜(r,s) preserve different C
∗
symmetries
(x, y, z, w) 7→ (eisϕx, eirϕy, e−isϕz, e−irϕw)
(x, y, z, w) 7→ (eisϕx, e−irϕy, e−isϕz, eirϕw)
(24)
where the first and the second transformations are the
symmetries of LK(r,s) and LK˜(r,s) respectively. In order
to carry out the localization computation on the cor-
responding moduli space of stable maps with boundary
components, we have to trace the above C∗ symmetries
in the resolved conifold. It is easy to see that the cor-
responding C∗ symmetries that the proper Lagrangian
cycles (LK and LK˜ after large N transition transform
into new Lagrangian cycles whose construction has been
spelled out in detail in [12]) preserve take the following
form
(x, y, z, w; [u1, u2]) 7→
(eisϕx, e±irϕy, e−isϕz, e∓irϕw; [e−i(s±r)ϕu1, u2])
(25)
where [u1, u2] are the homogeneous coordinates of the P
1
cycle after the small resolution. In above equation, the
first and the second choices of signs correspond to the
circle actions associated with K(r,s) and K˜(r,s) respec-
tively. This choice of signs would also affect the weights
of the equivariant classes of the localization computation.
There are two ways to proceed. We can carry out the lo-
calization computation for amplitudes case by case for
both Lagrangian cycles associated with K(r,s) and K˜(r,s)
with respect to their C∗ symmetries, and verify (9). We
have checked (9) for several amplitudes with low genus
and winding, and the results are in agreement with (9).
However, we can draw a more general conclusion. It has
been shown in [12], by relating the Gromov-Witten in-
variants of torus knots to those of unknot, that one can
reproduce the Rosso-Jones formula [21] for the HOMFLY
polynomial of torus knots. We do knot repeat this deriva-
tion in here. Following the same line of argument as in
[12], we can show that the generating functions for open
Gromov-Witten invariants of a (r, s) torus knot and its
mirror image for winding one are given by
F
(r,s)
1 (Q, gs) =(−1)
s−1Q−s/2∑
|µ|=s
χµ(Ck(s))e
i r2sκµgsdimqµ
F
(˜r,s)
1 (Q, gs) =(−1)
s−1Q−s/2∑
|µ|=s
χµ(Ck(s))e
−i r2sκµgsdimqµ
(26)
These equation are precisely special cases of the Rosso-
Jones formula for a (r, s) torus knot and its mirror image
(˜r, s). On the other hand, we know that the HOMFLY
invariants of a knot and its mirror are related by (5). As
a result, the identity (9) between Gromov-Witten invari-
ants of a knot K and its mirror image K˜ is realized from
the A-model point of view for torus knots. Although
F
(r,s)
1 and F
(˜r,s)
1 are only the the one-point functions
(with winding one for the boundary) associated to a (r, s)
torus knot and its mirror (˜r, s), this derivation is gener-
alized to higher hole and higher winding Gromov-Witten
invariants in a straightforward manner.
Before closing this section, we would like to comment
on the derivation of [22] for the HOMFLY invariants of
torus knots in the framework of A-model. In [22], it was
shown how one can calculate the HOMFLY invariants of
torus knots using the formalism of the topological ver-
tex [25]. Topological vertex calculates open topological
string amplitudes associated with toric Lagrangian cycles
embedded in a toric Calabi-Yau threefold. Taking the ad-
vantage of the fact that a torus knot is generated by an
SL(2,Z) transformation of the unknot, it was shown that
the HOMFLY invariants of torus knots can be captured
by performing an appropriate SL(2,Z) transformation on
the toric Lagrangian cycle associated with the unknot. In
this derivation the framing of the toric Lagrangian cycle
is a fraction of the framing of the torus knot. The stan-
dard framings for K(r,s) and K˜(r,s) torus knots are rs and
−rs respectively. It was then shown that this sign differ-
ence leads exactly to equation (5), specialized to a (r, s)
torus knot and its mirror image.
IV. B-model
In the B-model approach, the open Gromov-Witten in-
variants associated with toric geometries are calculated
as follows. One first calculates the disk instanton num-
bers from an algebraic curve, known as the mirror curve.
The mirror curve is a non-compact Riemann surface, and
is the generating function of disk instantons. In the sec-
ond step, the annulus instanton numbers are obtained
from the Bergman kernel of the mirror curve, which is
determined by the topology and geometry of the curve.
Disk and annulus instanton numbers are the ingredients
for higher invariants. The higher genus and higher hole
invariants are determined by the recursive procedure of
[20].
In the present case, the situation is more subtle. First
of all, since the Lagrangian cycles in the A-model are non-
toric, we cannot directly obtain the corresponding mirror
curves which determine the disk instantons. However, it
was shown in [15] that the mirror curve associated with
a knot K coincides with one of the topological invariants
associated with K, namely its augmentation polynomial.5
The augmentation polynomial6 is an algebraic curve and
it reproduces the A-polynomial of K in a certain limit. It
turns out that the augmentation polynomial can be con-
structed only by the knowledge of the HOMFLY polyno-
mials of K, colored in totally symmetric representations.
5 In general, the augmentation polynomial may be one irreducible
component of the mirror curve.
6 For an introduction to the subject see [16, 17].
6Suppose x and y are the local coordinates on the mirror
curve A (augmentation polynomial). The curve can then
be represented in the following way [15, 22]
y(x) = exp
(
x
d
dx
lim
gs→0
log
∞∑
k=0
H
(K)
Sk
(Q, q)xk
)
(27)
where Sk is the k-th totally symmetric representation dis-
played by a Young diagram with total number of k boxes
sitting in a single row, and q = eigs . In the topological
string setup, the parameter Q corresponds to the area
of the base P1 of the resolved conifold geometry. For in-
stance, the augmentation polynomial associated with the
trefoil knot turns out to be
(1 −Qy) + (y3 − y4 + 2y5 − 2Qy5
−Qy6 +Q2y7)x− y9(1− y)x2 = 0
(28)
Before, discussing higher invariants in the B-model, let
us see how (9) is realized in the B-model at the level of
disks. In order to answer this question, we first notice
that the disk instanton numbers associated with K can
also be constructed by only the knowledge of HOMFLY
invariants of K in totally anti-symmetric representations
y(x) = exp
(
− x
d
dx
lim
gs→0
log
∞∑
k=0
H
(K)
Λk
(Q, q)xk
)
(29)
In (29), Λk is the k-th totally anti-symmetric representa-
tion displayed by a Young diagram with total number of
k boxes sitting in a single column. Now, let x˜ and y˜ be
the local coordinates on the mirror curve A˜ associated
with the mirror knot K˜. Similar to K, the mirror curve
associated to K˜ can be constructed via (27) as
y˜(x˜) = exp
(
x˜
d
dx˜
lim
gs→0
log
∞∑
k=0
H
(K˜)
Sk
(Q, q) x˜k
)
(30)
Using (5), we can rewrite (30) in terms of the HOMFLY
invariants of the original knotK in totally anti-symmetric
representations
y˜(x˜) = exp
(
− x˜
d
dx˜
lim
gs→0
log
∞∑
k=0
H
(K)
Λk
(Q−1, q) (−x˜)k
)
Comparing the above formula with (29), and noticing the
fact that the HOMFLY invariants H
(K)
µ (Q, q) are poly-
nomials in terms of Q, we arrive at
GW
(K˜)
(0,1)(d, k) = −GW
(K)
(0,1)(dmin + dmax − d, k) (31)
in which dmin and dmax are the lowest and the highest de-
grees of non-vanishing disk Gromov-Witten invariants for
a given winding k respectively. It is also evident that the
augmentation polynomial A˜ associated with K˜ is simply
obtained from A by sending x→ −x and Q→ Q−1. For
instance for the mirror of the trefoil knot, we obtain the
corresponding augmentation polynomial from (28) to be
Q(Q− y˜)− (Q2y˜3 −Q2y˜4 + 2Q2y˜5 − 2Qy˜5
−Qy˜6 + y˜7)x˜ −Q2y˜9(1 − y˜)x˜2 = 0
(32)
Now, we turn into higher invariants. The next step
is to determine the annulus instanton numbers associ-
ated to K. Unlike the toric cases, the annulus numbers
in this case are not given by the Bergman kernel associ-
ated with the augmentation polynomial [18]. However,
it was shown in [18] that there exists another symmet-
ric bi-differential which is the generating function of all
annulus instanton numbers. It was shown in [18] how
one can explicitly construct this bi-differential (known as
the physical annulus kernel) for torus knots. This an-
nulus kernel together with the augmentation polynomial
are the ingredients for a recursive procedure to determine
all other higher invariants. To see how the annulus in-
stanton numbers of K and K˜ are related, we first notice
that all annuli can be extracted by only the knowledge
of HOMFLY invariants colored with at most rows [18].
For brevity, let us concentrate on a specific annulus with
winding vector ~k = {1, 1}. One can obtain the instan-
ton numbers associated with this annulus in the following
way
ω
(K)
(0,2,{1,1})(Q) = 2
[
H
(K)
(Q, q) +H
(K)
(Q, q)−H
(K)
(Q, q)
(2H
(K)
(Q, q) +H
(K)
(Q, q)−H
(K)
(Q, q)2)
]
O(g0s)
Equivalently, it turns out that we can obtain all annulus
instanton numbers only with the knowledge of HOMFLY
invariants with at most two columns. For the annulus
~k = {1, 1}, we have
ω
(K)
(0,2,{1,1})(Q) = −2
[
H
(K)
(Q, q) +H
(K)
(Q, q)−
H
(K)
(Q, q)(H
(K)
(Q, q) + 2H
(K)
(Q, q)−H
(K)
(Q, q)2)
]
O(g0s)
The same expressions would hold for the annulus num-
bers of the mirror knot K˜ if one uses the HOMFLY in-
variants of K˜ accordingly. If we use (5), we easily realize
that
ω
(K˜)
(0,2,{1,1})(Q) = 2
[
H
(K)
(Q−1, q) +H
(K)
(Q−1, q)
−H
(K)
(Q−1, q)(2H
(K)
(Q−1, q) +H
(K)
(Q−1, q)
−H
(K)
(Q−1, q)2)
]
O(g0s)
Noticing that the HOMFLY invariants are polynomials
in terms of Q, we arrive at
GW
(K˜)
(0,2)(d, {1, 1}) = GW
(K)
(0,2)(dmin + dmax − d, {1, 1})
where dmin and dmax are the lowest and the highest degrees
of non-vanishing annulus Gromov-Witten invariants for
7the winding ~k = {1, 1} respectively. This argument is
easily generalized to any windings for the two boundary
components of an annulus instanton, and we find
GW
(K˜)
(0,2)(d,
~k) = GW
(K)
(0,2)(dmin + dmax − d,
~k)
in which ~k = {0, 0, · · · , 1, 0, 0, · · · , 1} is the winding vec-
tor associated to a general annulus amplitude.
The higher genus and higher hole invariants associated
with K and K˜ are obtained through the recursive proce-
dure of [20, 23], with the kernels constructed in [18].
Ω
(K)
(g,h+1)(p, J) =
∑
i
Res
q→ai
K(p, q)
(
Ω
(K)
(g−1,h+2)(q, q¯, J)
+
g∑
ℓ=0
′∑
I⊂J
Ω
(K)
(ℓ,|I|+1)(q, I)Ω
(K)
(g−ℓ,h−|I|+1)(q¯, J\I)
In above, the differentials Ω
(K)
(g,h) are the generating func-
tions of genus g amplitudes with h boundary compo-
nents7
Ω
(K)
(g,h)(x1, · · · , xh) =
∑
|~k|=h
ω(g,h,~k)(Q)
(
xk11 · · ·x
kh
h + permutations
)
dx1 · · · dxh
(33)
The recursion kernelK(p, q) is made of the physical annu-
lus kernel and the canonical meromorphic one-form which
generates disk instantons. It is easily seen that by send-
ing K → K˜, the recursion kernel gets a minus sign and
its Q dependence is substituted by Q−1 in it. Then, by
induction, one recognizes that the identity (9) is fulfilled
among the Gromov-Witten invariants of K and K˜.
Before we conclude this section, there are three com-
ments in order. First, in [30] there has been proposed
a mirror curve for torus knots, based on the fact that a
torus knot is produced from unknot by an appropriate
SL(2,Z) transformation. One may ask how this curve
is affected if one substitutes a torus knot by its mirror
image. In the construction of [30], the mirror curve of a
torus knot is obtained from the mirror curve of the un-
knot via a rational framing transformation. This rational
number is determined by the ratio of the two co-prime
numbers which define the torus knot. It turns out that
the sign of the rational framing transformation deter-
mines whether we would find the mirror curve associated
with the torus knot or with its mirror. By the rational
framing transformation of the unknot mirror curve, we
find two distinct curves depending on the sign of the ra-
tional framing. One curve corresponds with the torus
knot, and the other with the mirror torus knot.
The second comment concerns links. The identity (9)
is not restricted to the case of knots, but also holds for
7 For more details on notations, consult [18].
Gromov-Witten invariants associated with links. The
natural question is that in the case of links, how one real-
izes the identity (9) in the B-model. It was shown in [31]
that for the case of links, instead of mirror curves one
needs to work with a higher dimensional variety. This
variety coincides with the augmentation variety of the
link [31]. Similar to the case of knots, the augmentation
variety of a link can be merely constructed by the knowl-
edge of HOMFLY invariants of the link with n compo-
nents, colored with n totally symmetric representations.
As we saw in the case of knots, this variety can be equiv-
alently constructed in terms of HOMFLY invariants of
the link, colored with n totally anti-symmetric represen-
tations. Using the statement of the level-rank duality
for the case of links and following the same line of argu-
ment as for knots, we easily find that (9) is fulfilled for
the case of links. Furthermore, we find that the augmen-
tation variety of a link is related to the augmentation
variety of its mirror by sending Q→ Q−1 and xi → −xi
(i = 1, 2, · · · , n). For higher genus and higher hole invari-
ants of links, one would first need to develop a suitable
notion of the recursive procedure of [23] for higher di-
mensional varieties. This recursive procedure for higher
dimensional varieties is not known yet.
As the last comment, it is interesting to notice that
the level-rank duality holds for composite representations
as well. In case of U(N), the most general irreducible
representation is specified by a pair of Young tableau
[33]. HOMFLY invariants in composite representations
are related to amplitudes which are stretched between
several Lagrangian branes. Since the level-rank duality
holds for composite representations
H
(K˜)
[µ,ν](Q, q) = (−1)
|µ|+|ν|H
(K)
[µt,νt](Q
−1, q)
identity (9) is fulfilled for Gromov-Witten invariants as-
sociated to stretched amplitudes.
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Appendix A.
In this section, we present several open Gromov-
Witten invariants associated with the (3, 2) and (5, 3)
torus knots and their mirror images. The left side tables
prsent Gromov-Witten invariants of the (3, 2) and (5, 3)
torus knots for a fixed genus and winding vector which
has been specified on top of each table. In view of (9),
the first degree in each table is dmin and the last de-
gree represents dmax. The tables on the right hand side
present the corresponding Gromov-Witten invariants for
mirror knots. In all these tables, f specifies the framing
of the knots.
8(3, 2) GW(0,2)(d,~k = {2})
d = 0 6 + 3f + 2f2
d = 1 −24− 16f − 6f2
d = 2 36 + 51/2f + 13/2f2
d = 3 −24− 16f − 3f2
d = 4 6 + 7/2f + 1/2f2
(3, 2) GW(0,3)(d,~k = {3})
d = 0 −36− 60f − 65f2 − 24f3 − 8f4
d = 1 324 + 540f + 441f2 + 164f3 + 36f4
d = 2 −6(180 + 288f + 201f2 + 68f3 + 11f4)
d = 3 3(600 + 904f + 559f2 + 166f3 + 21f4)
d = 4 −1620− 2268f − 1251f2 − 322f3 − 33f4
d = 5 (3 + f)2(84 + 52f + 9f2)
d = 6 −(3 + f)2(4 + f)2
(3, 2) GW(0,3)(d,~k = {2, 1})
d = 0 4(54 + 171f + 213f2 + 165f3 + 60f4 + 16f5)
d = 1
−2(1512 + 4068f + 4614f2 + 2943f3
+1000f4+ 192f5)
d = 2
4(4014 + 9657f + 9886f2 + 5498f3
+1665f4+ 248f5)
d = 3
−2(22248+ 48828f + 45286f2 + 22383f3
+5960f4+ 720f5)
d = 4
2(36180 + 73026f + 61575f2 + 27230f3
+6365f4+ 642f5)
d = 5
−4(17964+ 33438f + 25673f2 + 10184f3
+2095f4+ 180f5)
d = 6
4(10746 + 18447f + 12898f2 + 4595f3
+835f4 + 62f5)
d = 7 −4(3 + f)2(396 + 362f + 113f2 + 12f3)
d = 8 2(3 + f)2(4 + f)2(7 + 2f)
(3, 2) GW(0,4)(d,~k = {4})
d = 0
2(216 + 648f + 1026f2 + 852f3
+495f4 + 144f5 + 32f6)
d = 1
−3(2160 + 6048f + 8136f2 + 6152f3
+2943f4 + 800f5 + 128f6)
d = 2
4(9180 + 24084f + 28971f2+ 19772f3
+8247f4 + 1998f5 + 248f6)
d = 3
−108432− 266976f − 292968f2− 181144f3
−67149f4 − 14304f5− 1440f6
d = 4
6(31320 + 72360f + 73026f2 + 41050f3
+13615f4+ 2546f5 + 214f6)
d = 5
−8(24894+ 53892f + 50157f2 + 25673f3
+7638f4 + 1257f5 + 90f6)
d = 6
2(63720 + 128952f + 110682f2 + 51592f3
+13785f4+ 2004f5 + 124f6)
d = 7 −24(3 + f)3(7 + 2f)(10 + 6f + f2)
d = 8 4(3 + f)3(4 + f)3
˜(3, 2) GW(0,2)(d,~k = {2})
d = 0 6 + 7/2f + 1/2f2
d = 1 −24− 16f − 3f2
d = 2 36 + 51/2f + 13/2f2
d = 3 −24− 16f − 6f2
d = 4 6 + 3f + 2f2
(˜3, 2) GW(0,3)(d,~k = {3})
d = 0 (3 + f)2(4 + f)2
d = 1 −(3 + f)2(84 + 52f + 9f2)
d = 2 1620 + 2268f + 1251f2 + 322f3 + 33f4
d = 3 −3(600 + 904f + 559f2 + 166f3 + 21f4)
d = 4 6(180 + 288f + 201f2 + 68f3 + 11f4)
d = 5 −324− 540f − 441f2 − 164f3 − 36f4
d = 6 36 + 60f + 65f2 + 24f3 + 8f4
(˜3, 2) GW(0,3)(d,~k = {2, 1})
d = 0 −2(3 + f)2(4 + f)2(7 + 2f)
d = 1 4(3 + f)2(396 + 362f + 113f2 + 12f3)
d = 2
−4(10746 + 18447f + 12898f2 + 4595f3
+835f4 + 62f5)
d = 3
4(17964 + 33438f + 25673f2 + 10184f3
+2095f4 + 180f5)
d = 4
−2(36180 + 73026f + 61575f2 + 27230f3
+6365f4 + 642f5)
d = 5
2(22248 + 48828f + 45286f2 + 22383f3
+5960f4 + 720f5)
d = 6
−4(4014 + 9657f + 9886f2 + 5498f3
+1665f4 + 248f5)
d = 7
2(1512 + 4068f + 4614f2 + 2943f3
+1000f4 + 192f5)
d = 8 −4(54 + 171f + 213f2 + 165f3 + 60f4 + 16f5)
(˜3, 2) GW(0,4)(d,~k = {4})
d = 0 4(3 + f)3(4 + f)3
d = 1 −24(3 + f)3(7 + 2f)(10 + 6f + f2)
d = 2
2(63720 + 128952f + 110682f2 + 51592f3
+13785f4 + 2004f5 + 124f6)
d = 3
−8(24894 + 53892f + 50157f2 + 25673f3
+7638f4 + 1257f5 + 90f6)
d = 4
6(31320 + 72360f + 73026f2 + 41050f3
+13615f4 + 2546f5 + 214f6)
d = 5
−108432− 266976f − 292968f2− 181144f3
−67149f4− 14304f5 − 1440f6
d = 6
4(9180 + 24084f + 28971f2 + 19772f3
+8247f4 + 1998f5 + 248f6)
d = 7
−3(2160 + 6048f + 8136f2 + 6152f3
+2943f4 + 800f5 + 128f6)
d = 8
2(216 + 648f + 1026f2 + 852f3
+495f4 + 144f5 + 32f6)
9(3, 2) GW(1,2)(d,~k = {2})
d = 0 1/6(30 + 27f + 29f2 + 3f3 + f4)
d = 1 1/6(−156− 176f − 99f2 − 16f3 − 3f4)
d = 2 1/24(1008+ 1146f + 515f2 + 102f3 + 13f4)
d = 3 1/12(−312− 352f − 153f2 − 32f3 − 3f4)
d = 4 1/24(2 + f)(3 + f)(4 + f)(5 + f)
(3, 2) GW(1,3)(d,~k = {3})
d = 0
1/24(−1404− 3780f − 5391f2 − 3288f3
−1722f4 − 288f5 − 64f6)
d = 1
1/24(17820+ 42660f + 47367f2+ 28028f3
+10566f4+ 1968f5 + 288f6)
d = 2
1/4(−12060− 26640f − 25995f2 − 13972f3
−4485f4 − 816f5 − 88f6)
d = 3
3/8(15192+ 31368f + 27939f2 + 13702f3
+3965f4 + 664f5 + 56f6)
d = 4
1/24(−133164− 259524f − 215037f2− 97462f3
−25803f4− 3864f5 − 264f6)
d = 5
1/24(3 + f)2(7212 + 8620f + 3951f2
+840f3 + 72f4)
d = 6 −1/24(3 + f)2(4 + f)2(87 + 56f + 8f2)
(3, 2) GW(1,3)(d,~k = {2, 1})
d = 0
1/3(2592 + 10584f + 18366f2 + 19383f3
+11610f4 + 5185f5 + 1092f6 + 208f7)
d = 1
1/6(−94392− 327276f − 499818f2
−444273f3− 243750f4− 88197f5
−18200f6− 2496f7)
d = 2
1/3(303768+ 941652f + 1291552f2
+1021558f3+ 504805f4+ 159572f5
+30303f6+ 3224f7)
d = 3
1/6(−1960632− 5564964f − 6968098f2
−5006001f3− 2242510f4− 635877f5
−108472f6− 9360f7)
d = 4
1/6(3620160+ 9530496f + 11012736f2
+7263475f3+ 2971305f4+ 762423f5
+115843f6+ 8346f7)
d = 5
−1/3(2007108+ 4940202f + 5305967f2
+3233194f3+ 1213040f4+ 282288f5
+38129f6+ 2340f7)
d = 6
1/3(1326024+ 3068268f + 3077632f2
+1738636f3+ 599215f4+ 126458f5
+15197f6+ 806f7)
d = 7
−1/3(3 + f)2(53604 + 81334f + 49803f2
+15438f3+ 2431f4 + 156f5)
d = 8
1/6(3 + f)2(4 + f)2(7 + 2f)
(148 + 91f + 13f2)
(˜3, 2) GW(1,2)(d,~k = {2})
d = 0 1/24(2 + f)(3 + f)(4 + f)(5 + f)
d = 1 1/12(−312− 352f − 153f2 − 32f3 − 3f4)
d = 2 1/24(1008+ 1146f + 515f2 + 102f3 + 13f4)
d = 3 1/6(−156− 176f − 99f2 − 16f3 − 3f4)
d = 4 1/6(30 + 27f + 29f2 + 3f3 + f4)
(˜3, 2) GW(1,3)(d,~k = {3})
d = 0 1/24(3 + f)2(4 + f)2(87 + 56f + 8f2)
d = 1
−1/24(3 + f)2(7212 + 8620f + 3951f2
+840f3 + 72f4)
d = 2
1/24(133164+ 259524f + 215037f2 + 97462f3
+25803f4 + 3864f5 + 264f6)
d = 3
−3/8(15192+ 31368f + 27939f2 + 13702f3
+3965f4 + 664f5 + 56f6)
d = 4
1/4(12060+ 26640f + 25995f2 + 13972f3
+4485f4 + 816f5 + 88f6)
d = 5
1/24(−17820− 42660f − 47367f2 − 28028f3
−10566f4 − 1968f5 − 288f6)
d = 6
1/24(1404+ 3780f + 5391f2 + 3288f3
+1722f4 + 288f5 + 64f6)
(˜3, 2) GW(1,3)(d,~k = {2, 1})
d = 0
−1/6(3 + f)2(4 + f)2(7 + 2f)
(148 + 91f + 13f2)
d = 1
1/3(3 + f)2(53604 + 81334f + 49803f2
+15438f3 + 2431f4 + 156f5)
d = 2
−1/3(1326024+ 3068268f + 3077632f2
+1738636f3+ 599215f4+ 126458f5
+15197f6+ 806f7)
d = 3
1/3(2007108+ 4940202f + 5305967f2
+3233194f3+ 1213040f4+ 282288f5
+38129f6+ 2340f7)
d = 4
1/6(−3620160− 9530496f − 11012736f2
−7263475f3− 2971305f4− 762423f5
−115843f6− 8346f7)
d = 5
1/6(1960632+ 5564964f + 6968098f2
+5006001f3+ 2242510f4+ 635877f5
+108472f6+ 9360f7)
d = 6
−1/3(303768+ 941652f + 1291552f2
+1021558f3+ 504805f4+ 159572f5
+30303f6+ 3224f7)
d = 7
1/6(94392+ 327276f + 499818f2
+444273f3+ 243750f4+ 88197f5
+18200f6+ 2496f7)
d = 8
−1/3(2592+ 10584f + 18366f2 + 19383f3
+11610f4 + 5185f5 + 1092f6 + 208f7)
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(3, 2) GW(2,2)(d,~k = {2})
d = 0
1/360(510+ 951f + 1083f2 + 270f3
+145f4 + 9f5 + 2f6)
d = 1
1/360(−4020− 6712f − 5049f2 − 1760f3
−495f4 − 48f5 − 6f6)
d = 2
1/1440(28080+ 45594f + 30999f2 + 11460f3
+2575f4 + 306f5 + 26f6)
d = 3
1/720(−8040− 13424f − 9369f2 − 3520f3
−765f4 − 96f5 − 6f6)
d = 4
1/1440(2+ f)(3 + f)(4 + f)(5 + f)
(17 + 14f + 2f2)
(3, 2) GW(2,3)(d,~k = {3})
d = 0
1/1920(−82836− 313740f − 557325f2
−526872f3− 363916f4− 122880f5
−42800f6− 4992f7 − 832f8)
d = 1
1/1920(1523124+ 4810860f + 6913989f2
+5709652f3+ 3060072f4+ 1043360f5
+260592f6+ 34112f7 + 3744f8
d = 2
−1/320(1279620+ 3643200f + 4645869f2
+3443844f3+ 1638167f4+ 517408f5
+109952f6+ 14144f7 + 1144f8)
d = 3
1/640(5547960+ 14702760f + 17315091f2
+11856318f3+ 5201617f4+ 1514064f5
+290368f6+ 34528f7 + 2184f8)
d = 4
1/1920(−17646660− 44554860f − 49692519f2
−32095466f3− 13204461f4− 3571888f5
−628032f6− 66976f7 − 3432f8)
d = 5
1/1920(3+ f)2(994884 + 1786724f
+1343205f2+ 544816f3+ 127128f4
+16432f5+ 936f6)
d = 6
−1/1920(3+ f)2(4 + f)2
(11901 + 15568f + 7320f2 + 1456f3 + 104f4)
(5, 3) GW(0,2)(d,~k = {2})
d = 0 945 + 469/2f + 49/2f2
d = 1 −4620− 1148f − 105f2
d = 2 9225 + 4515/2f + 365/2f2
d = 3 −9600− 2280f − 164f2
d = 4 5475 + 1245f + 80f2
d = 5 −1620− 348f − 20f2
d = 6 195 + 39f + 2f2
(˜3, 2) GW(2,2)(d,~k = {2})
d = 0
1/1440(2+ f)(3 + f)(4 + f)(5 + f)
(17 + 14f + 2f2)
d = 1
1/720(−8040− 13424f − 9369f2 − 3520f3
−765f4 − 96f5 − 6f6)
d = 2
1/1440(28080+ 45594f + 30999f2 + 11460f3
+2575f4 + 306f5 + 26f6)
d = 3
1/360(−4020− 6712f − 5049f2 − 1760f3
−495f4 − 48f5 − 6f6)
d = 4
1/360(510+ 951f + 1083f2 + 270f3
+145f4 + 9f5 + 2f6)
(˜3, 2) GW(2,3)(d,~k = {3})
d = 0
1/1920(3+ f)2(4 + f)2
(11901 + 15568f + 7320f2 + 1456f3 + 104f4)
d = 1
−1/1920(3+ f)2(994884 + 1786724f
+1343205f2+ 544816f3+ 127128f4
+16432f5+ 936f6)
d = 2
1/1920(17646660+ 44554860f + 49692519f2
+32095466f3+ 13204461f4+ 3571888f5
+628032f6+ 66976f7 + 3432f8)
d = 3
−1/640(5547960+ 14702760f + 17315091f2
+11856318f3+ 5201617f4+ 1514064f5
+290368f6+ 34528f7 + 2184f8)
d = 4
1/320(1279620+ 3643200f + 4645869f2
+3443844f3+ 1638167f4+ 517408f5
+109952f6+ 14144f7 + 1144f8)
d = 5
1/1920(−1523124− 4810860f − 6913989f2
−5709652f3− 3060072f4− 1043360f5
−260592f6− 34112f7 − 3744f8)
d = 6
1/1920(82836+ 313740f + 557325f2
+526872f3+ 363916f4+ 122880f5
+42800f6 + 4992f7 + 832f8)
(˜5, 3) GW(0,2)(d,~k = {2})
d = 0 195 + 39f + 2f2
d = 1 −1620− 348f − 20f2
d = 2 5475 + 1245f + 80f2
d = 3 −9600− 2280f − 164f2
d = 4 9225 + 4515/2f + 365/2f2
d = 5 −4620− 1148f − 105f2
d = 6 945 + 469/2f + 49/2f2
11
(5, 3) GW(0,3)(d,~k = {3})
d = 0
−446175− 244710f − 57598f2
−6566f3 − 343f4
d = 1
3526875+ 1894050f + 426015f2
+46214f3 + 2205f4
d = 2
−35(348300+ 182520f + 39258f2
+4042f3+ 177f4)
d = 3
3(8058000+ 4106900f + 844565f2
+82362f3+ 3323f4)
d = 4
−2(15148350+ 7484670f + 1470312f2
+135572f3+ 5055f4)
d = 5
6(4146300+ 1979460f + 370911f2
+32284f3+ 1115f4)
d = 6
−4(3345750+ 1537950f + 274345f2
+22503f3+ 721f4)
d = 7
60(75825+ 33435f + 5664f2
+437f3 + 13f4)
d = 8
−3(295875+ 124650f + 19995f2
+1448f3 + 40f4)
d = 9
75825 + 30390f + 4601f2
+312f3 + 8f4
(5, 3) GW(0,3)(d,~k = {2, 1})
d = 0
14(4224375+ 3215595f + 1035380f2
+177757f3+ 16415f4 + 686f5)
d = 1
−2(317398500+ 234323100f + 72838140f2
+11992553f3+ 1054970f4+ 41160f5)
d = 2
2(1538574975+ 1101566115f + 330485465f2
+52191331f3+ 4372900f4+ 159740f5)
d = 3
−2(4454199000+ 3091824900f + 894962550f2
+135559503f3+ 10817310f4+ 370888f5)
d = 4
2(8577231750+ 5769410400f + 1610539545f2
+233934894f3+ 17778565f4+ 573330f5)
d = 5
−4(5786823600+ 3769386870f + 1014168265f2
+141218952f3+ 10221110f4+ 310560f5)
d = 6
8(2805132375+ 1767920925f + 458136460f2
+61128324f3+ 4213285f4+ 120788f5)
d = 7
−4(3937572000+ 2398708710f + 598186347f2
+76436100f3+ 5016310f4+ 135840f5)
d = 8
2(3971581875+ 2335831875f + 560015835f2
+68480901f3+ 4278090f4+ 109520f5)
d = 9
−4(701934750+ 398037900f + 91641805f2
+10715313f3+ 636960f4 + 15424f5)
d = 10
6(110087775+ 60099675f + 13270981f2
+1482297f3+ 83800f4 + 1920f5)
d = 11
−8(11612250+ 6093300f + 1288675f2
+137349f3+ 7380f4 + 160f5)
d = 12
4(1477575+ 743940f + 150468f2
+15285f3 + 780f4 + 16f5)
(˜5, 3) GW(0,3)(d,~k = {3})
d = 0
−75825− 30390f − 4601f2
−312f3 − 8f4
d = 1
3(295875+ 124650f + 19995f2
+1448f3 + 40f4)
d = 2
−60(75825+ 33435f + 5664f2
+437f3 + 13f4)
d = 3
4(3345750+ 1537950f + 274345f2
+22503f3+ 721f4)
d = 4
−6(4146300+ 1979460f + 370911f2
+32284f3+ 1115f4)
d = 5
2(15148350+ 7484670f + 1470312f2
+135572f3+ 5055f4)
d = 6
−3(8058000+ 4106900f + 844565f2
+82362f3+ 3323f4)
d = 7
35(348300+ 182520f + 39258f2
+4042f3 + 177f4)
d = 8
−3526875− 1894050f − 426015f2
−46214f3− 2205f4
d = 9
446175 + 244710f + 57598f2
+6566f3 + 343f4
(˜5, 3) GW(0,3)(d,~k = {2, 1})
d = 0
−4(1477575+ 743940f + 150468f2
+15285f3+ 780f4 + 16f5)
d = 1
8(11612250+ 6093300f + 1288675f2
+137349f3+ 7380f4 + 160f5)
d = 2
−6(110087775+ 60099675f + 13270981f2
+1482297f3+ 83800f4 + 1920f5)
d = 3
4(701934750+ 398037900f + 91641805f2
+10715313f3+ 636960f4+ 15424f5)
d = 4
−2(3971581875+ 2335831875f + 560015835f2
+68480901f3+ 4278090f4+ 109520f5)
d = 5
4(3937572000+ 2398708710f + 598186347f2
+76436100f3+ 5016310f4+ 135840f5)
d = 6
−8(2805132375+ 1767920925f + 458136460f2
+61128324f3+ 4213285f4+ 120788f5)
d = 7
4(5786823600+ 3769386870f + 1014168265f2
+141218952f3+ 10221110f4+ 310560f5)
d = 8
−2(8577231750+ 5769410400f + 1610539545f2
+233934894f3+ 17778565f4+ 573330f5)
d = 9
2(4454199000+ 3091824900f + 894962550f2
+135559503f3+ 10817310f4+ 370888f5)
d = 10
−2(1538574975+ 1101566115f + 330485465f2
+52191331f3+ 4372900f4+ 159740f5)
d = 11
2(317398500+ 234323100f + 72838140f2
+11992553f3+ 1054970f4+ 41160f5)
d = 12
−14(4224375+ 3215595f + 1035380f2
+177757f3+ 16415f4 + 686f5)
12
(5, 3) GW(1,2)(d,~k = {2})
d = 0
7/24(35640+ 12934f + 2117f2
+134f3 + 7f4)
d = 1
−7/12(87420+ 31868f + 4905f2
+328f3 + 15f4)
d = 2
5/24(484200+ 176190f + 26099f2
+1806f3 + 73f4)
d = 3
1/3(−308400− 111870f − 16231f2
−1140f3 − 41f4)
d = 4
5/6(68250+ 24750f + 3559f2
+249f3 + 8f4)
d = 5
1/3(−48735− 17769f − 2545f2
−174f3 − 5f4)
d = 6
1/6(11370+ 4194f + 596f2
+39f3 + f4)
(5, 3) GW(1,3)(d,~k = {3})
d = 0
1/24(−289459575− 207901890f
−66413862f2− 11810810f3− 1268583f4
−78792f5− 2744f6)
d = 1
1/24(2375206875+ 1671279750f
+517317525f2+ 89166410f3+ 9219015f4
+554568f5+ 17640f6)
d = 2
−35/24(242441100+ 167036040f
+50197806f2+ 8389630f3+ 836793f4
+48504f5+ 1416f6)
d = 3
1/8(5778405000+ 3896455500f
+1138358475f2+ 184547230f3+ 17770209f4
+988344f5+ 26584f6)
d = 4
−1/12(11167090650+ 7366517730f
+2093789088f2+ 329260820f3+ 30595131f4
+1626864f5+ 40440f6)
d = 5
1/4(3139202700+ 2024766540f
+560010909f2+ 85380100f3+ 7645413f4
+387408f5+ 8920f6)
d = 6
−1/6(2602698750+ 1640270250f
+441280575f2+ 65148225f3+ 5609553f4
+270036f5+ 5768f6)
d = 7
5/2(60727275+ 37359045f
+9765588f2+ 1393295f3+ 115023f4
+5244f5+ 104f6)
d = 8
−1/8(244861875+ 146850750f
+37228425f2+ 5118560f3+ 403710f4
+17376f5+ 320f6)
d = 9
1/24(65185425+ 38043810f
+9329139f2+ 1231680f3+ 92442f4
+3744f5 + 64f6)
(˜5, 3) GW(1,2)(d,~k = {2})
d = 0
1/6(11370+ 4194f + 596f2
+39f3 + f4)
d = 1
1/3(−48735− 17769f − 2545f2
−174f3 − 5f4)
d = 2
5/6(68250+ 24750f + 3559f2
+249f3 + 8f4)
d = 3
1/3(−308400− 111870f − 16231f2
−1140f3 − 41f4)
d = 4
5/24(484200+ 176190f + 26099f2
+1806f3 + 73f4)
d = 5
−7/12(87420+ 31868f + 4905f2
+328f3 + 15f4)
d = 6
7/24(35640+ 12934f + 2117f2
+134f3 + 7f4)
(˜5, 3) GW(1,3)(d,~k = {3})
d = 0
−1/24(65185425+ 38043810f
+9329139f2+ 1231680f3+ 92442f4
+3744f5 + 64f6)
d = 1
1/8(244861875+ 146850750f
+37228425f2+ 5118560f3+ 403710f4
+17376f5+ 320f6)
d = 2
−5/2(60727275+ 37359045f
+9765588f2+ 1393295f3+ 115023f4
+5244f5 + 104f6)
d = 3
1/6(2602698750+ 1640270250f
+441280575f2+ 65148225f3+ 5609553f4
+270036f5+ 5768f6)
d = 4
−1/4(3139202700+ 2024766540f
+560010909f2+ 85380100f3+ 7645413f4
+387408f5+ 8920f6)
d = 5
1/12(11167090650+ 7366517730f
+2093789088f2+ 329260820f3+ 30595131f4
+1626864f5+ 40440f6)
d = 6
−1/8(5778405000+ 3896455500f
+1138358475f2+ 184547230f3+ 17770209f4
+988344f5+ 26584f6)
d = 7
35/24(242441100+ 167036040f
+50197806f2+ 8389630f3+ 836793f4
+48504f5+ 1416f6)
d = 8
−1/24(2375206875+ 1671279750f
+517317525f2+ 89166410f3+ 9219015f4
+554568f5+ 17640f6)
d = 9
1/24(289459575+ 207901890f
+66413862f2+ 11810810f3+ 1268583f4
+78792f5+ 2744f6)
13
(5, 3) GW(1,3)(d,~k = {2, 1})
d = 0
7/6(3292085250+ 3162917460f
+1348506335f2+ 331925492f3+ 51255470f4
+5040722f5+ 298753f6+ 8918f7)
d = 1
1/6(−258325726500− 241722288900f
−100151504760f2− 23899089127f3
−3569763510f4− 338147307f5
−19200454f6− 535080f7)
d = 2
1/6(1306056365550+ 1190910846420f
+479734400465f2+ 111038607209f3
+16046224025f4+ 1464335639f5
+79586780f6+ 2076620f7)
d = 3
1/6(−3940258725000− 3502283143500f
−1372081445850f2− 308116450485f3
−43078759980f4− 3786995917f5
−196875042f6− 4821544f7)
d = 4
1/6(7904012805000+ 6849173398500f
+2609873144250f2+ 568634979615f3
+76905742095f4+ 6510571023f5
+323569883f6+ 7453290f7)
d = 5
−1/3(5555508832800+ 4693005675210f
+1739189440795f2+ 367589667756f3
+48073694455f4+ 3917245092f5
+186024202f6+ 4037280f7)
d = 6
2/3(2807162599500+ 2311119073200f
+832735208740f2+ 170668358436f3
+21571039255f4+ 1690718132f5
+76681787f6+ 1570244f7)
d = 7
−1/3(4111848522000+ 3297814539930f
+1154732728161f2+ 229343805312f3
+27992773785f4+ 2108736216f5
+91296842f6+ 1765920f7)
d = 8
1/6(4334617631250+ 3384499180500f
+1150816033275f2+ 221310397965f3
+26060445345f4+ 1885046987f5
+77861238f6+ 1423760f7)
d = 9
−1/3(802352508750+ 609389602500f
+201025282525f2+ 37391295045f3
+4242958105f4+ 294376219f5
+11592672f6+ 200512f7)
d = 10
1/2(132128464950+ 97511715300f
+31170910973f2+ 5600609493f3
+611608465f4+ 40651643f5
+1525160f6+ 24960f7)
d = 11
−2/3(14677377750+ 10512388200f
+3251898175f2+ 563573721f3+ 59140915f4
+3760951f5+ 134316f6+ 2080f7)
d = 12
1/3(1973249100+ 1369667070f
+409378029f2+ 68322633f3+ 6878835f4
+417961f5+ 14196f6 + 208f7)
(˜5, 3) GW(1,3)(d,~k = {2, 1})
d = 0
−1/3(1973249100+ 1369667070f
+409378029f2+ 68322633f3+ 6878835f4
+417961f5+ 14196f6+ 208f7)
d = 1
2/3(14677377750+ 10512388200f
+3251898175f2+ 563573721f3+ 59140915f4
+3760951f5+ 134316f6+ 2080f7)
d = 2
−1/2(132128464950+ 97511715300f
+31170910973f2+ 5600609493f3
+611608465f4+ 40651643f5
+1525160f6+ 24960f7)
d = 3
1/3(802352508750+ 609389602500f
+201025282525f2+ 37391295045f3
+4242958105f4+ 294376219f5
+11592672f6+ 200512f7)
d = 4
−1/6(4334617631250+ 3384499180500f
+1150816033275f2+ 221310397965f3
+26060445345f4+ 1885046987f5
+77861238f6+ 1423760f7)
d = 5
1/3(4111848522000+ 3297814539930f
+1154732728161f2+ 229343805312f3
+27992773785f4+ 2108736216f5
+91296842f6+ 1765920f7)
d = 6
−2/3(2807162599500+ 2311119073200f
+832735208740f2+ 170668358436f3
+21571039255f4+ 1690718132f5
+76681787f6+ 1570244f7)
d = 7
1/3(5555508832800+ 4693005675210f
+1739189440795f2+ 367589667756f3
+48073694455f4+ 3917245092f5
+186024202f6+ 4037280f7)
d = 8
−1/6(7904012805000+ 6849173398500f
+2609873144250f2+ 568634979615f3
+76905742095f4+ 6510571023f5
+323569883f6+ 7453290f7)
d = 9
1/6(3940258725000+ 3502283143500f
+1372081445850f2+ 308116450485f3
+43078759980f4+ 3786995917f5
+196875042f6+ 4821544f7)
d = 10
−1/6(1306056365550+ 1190910846420f
+479734400465f2+ 111038607209f3
+16046224025f4+ 1464335639f5
+79586780f6+ 2076620f7)
d = 11
1/6(258325726500+ 241722288900f
+100151504760f2+ 23899089127f3
+3569763510f4+ 338147307f5
+19200454f6+ 535080f7)
d = 12
−7/6(3292085250+ 3162917460f
+1348506335f2+ 331925492f3+ 51255470f4
+5040722f5+ 298753f6+ 8918f7)
14
(5, 3) GW(2,2)(d,~k = {2})
d = 0
7/1440(10757880+ 5188718f + 1144821f2
+129340f3+ 10585f4 + 402f5 + 14f6)
d = 1
−7/720(26668140+ 12876556f + 2750805f2
+318680f3+ 24525f4 + 984f5 + 30f6)
d = 2
1/288(146770920+ 71037414f + 14988891f2
+1761900f3+ 130495f4+ 5418f5 + 146f6)
d = 3
1/180(−91423200− 44592510f − 9427263f2
−1118700f3− 81155f4 − 3420f5 − 82f6)
d = 4
1/72(19472730+ 9656076f + 2067216f2
+247500f3+ 17795f4 + 747f5 + 16f6)
d = 5
1/180(−13153995− 6708573f − 1467285f2
−177690f3− 12725f4 − 522f5 − 10f6)
d = 6
1/360(2839290+ 1512708f + 341283f2
+41940f3+ 2980f4 + 117f5 + 2f6)
(5, 3) GW(2,3)(d,~k = {3})
d = 0
1/1920(−313660234575 − 279376532190f
−113040123102f2 − 26943588238f3 − 4185580751f4
−437194160f5 − 31064176f6 − 1365728f7 − 35672f8)
d = 1
1/1920(2681338966875 + 2339120860650f
+922575016395f2 + 214387842382f3 + 32399106105f4
+3293913200f5 + 225391680f6 + 9612512f7 + 229320f8)
d = 2
−7/384(283634613900 + 242690987160f
+93541999554f2 + 21228329714f3 + 3126888057f4
+309302320f5 + 20430096f6 + 840736f7 + 18408f8)
d = 3
1/640(6977259864000 + 5862908261700f
+2212674250545f2 + 491050156226f3 + 70575897711f4
+6790495600f5 + 433333120f6 + 17131296f7 + 345592f8)
d = 4
−1/960(13874376720150 + 11461626400230f
+4241680714008f2 + 921402229396f3 + 129271155135f4
+12092640320f5 + 745295184f6 + 28198976f7 + 525720f8)
d = 5
1/320(4005018524700 + 3255636685140f
+1182625926459f2 + 251566127852f3 + 34447385255f4
+3130161760f5 + 186073952f6 + 6715072f7 + 115960f8)
d = 6
−1/480(3406361559750 + 2726585335350f
+972679182885f2 + 202590159819f3 + 27054228137f4
+2384464200f5 + 136419520f6 + 4680624f7 + 74984f8)
d = 7
1/32(81539428725 + 64294728255f
+22524635112f2 + 4590237529f3 + 596935513f4
+50917160f5 + 2795408f6 + 90896f7 + 1352f8)
d = 8
−1/640(337678963875 + 262331586450f
+90204481335f2 + 17961279064f3 + 2269578340f4
+186792800f5 + 9805840f6 + 301184f7 + 4160f8)
d = 9
1/1920(92512861425 + 70800532110f
+23870277549f2 + 4634733576f3 + 567379036f4
+44891040f5 + 2244272f6 + 64896f7 + 832f8)
(˜5, 3) GW(2,2)(d,~k = {2})
d = 0
1/360(2839290+ 1512708f + 341283f2
+41940f3 + 2980f4 + 117f5 + 2f6)
d = 1
1/180(−13153995− 6708573f − 1467285f2
−177690f3− 12725f4 − 522f5 − 10f6)
d = 2
1/72(19472730+ 9656076f + 2067216f2
+247500f3+ 17795f4 + 747f5 + 16f6)
d = 3
1/180(−91423200− 44592510f − 9427263f2
−1118700f3− 81155f4 − 3420f5 − 82f6)
d = 4
1/288(146770920+ 71037414f + 14988891f2
+1761900f3+ 130495f4+ 5418f5 + 146f6)
d = 5
−7/720(26668140+ 12876556f + 2750805f2
+318680f3+ 24525f4 + 984f5 + 30f6)
d = 6
7/1440(10757880+ 5188718f + 1144821f2
+129340f3+ 10585f4 + 402f5 + 14f6)
(˜5, 3) GW(2,3)(d,~k = {3})
d = 0
−1/1920(92512861425 + 70800532110f
+23870277549f2 + 4634733576f3 + 567379036f4
+44891040f5 + 2244272f6 + 64896f7 + 832f8)
d = 1
1/640(337678963875 + 262331586450f
+90204481335f2 + 17961279064f3 + 2269578340f4
+186792800f5 + 9805840f6 + 301184f7 + 4160f8)
d = 2
−1/32(81539428725 + 64294728255f
+22524635112f2 + 4590237529f3 + 596935513f4
+50917160f5 + 2795408f6 + 90896f7 + 1352f8)
d = 3
1/480(3406361559750 + 2726585335350f
+972679182885f2 + 202590159819f3 + 27054228137f4
+2384464200f5 + 136419520f6 + 4680624f7 + 74984f8)
d = 4
−1/320(4005018524700 + 3255636685140f
+1182625926459f2 + 251566127852f3 + 34447385255f4
+3130161760f5 + 186073952f6 + 6715072f7 + 115960f8)
d = 5
1/960(13874376720150 + 11461626400230f
+4241680714008f2 + 921402229396f3 + 129271155135f4
+12092640320f5 + 745295184f6 + 28198976f7 + 525720f8)
d = 6
−1/640(6977259864000 + 5862908261700f
+2212674250545f2 + 491050156226f3 + 70575897711f4
+6790495600f5 + 433333120f6 + 17131296f7 + 345592f8)
d = 7
7/384(283634613900 + 242690987160f
+93541999554f2 + 21228329714f3 + 3126888057f4
+309302320f5 + 20430096f6 + 840736f7 + 18408f8)
d = 8
−1/1920(2681338966875 + 2339120860650f
+922575016395f2 + 214387842382f3 + 32399106105f4
+3293913200f5 + 225391680f6 + 9612512f7 + 229320f8)
d = 9
1/1920(313660234575 + 279376532190f
+113040123102f2 + 26943588238f3 + 4185580751f4
+437194160f5 + 31064176f6 + 1365728f7 + 35672f8)
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